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How does after we fell end

The news was confirmed by After film franchise's stars Josephine Langford and Hero Fiennes Tiffin, who Girlfriend chatted to ahead of the release of After We Collided. Now, a release date has been set in stone - so cross off September 9 as a firm 'busy' in your calendars guys - cos After We Fell is gonna blow your mind. So now we're begging the
question - what's going to happen in the next movies? We've done the digging for you. While we don't know for sure if the films will exactly follow the plot of Todd's next two books in the series we reckon they're a pretty good road map. What will happen in After We Fell? The next two novels in Todd's series again follow the intricacies of Tessa and
Hardin's relationship, meaning Josephine Langford and Hero Fiennes Tiffin will be reprising their roles. The novel After We Fell opens after the cliffhanger ending of After We Collided, where Tessa runs into her estranged father. You can read a snippet of the book's blurb below: Tessa’s life as it begins to come unglued. Nothing is what she thought it
was. Not her friends. Not her family. The one person she should be able to rely on, Hardin, is furious when he discovers the massive secret she’s been keeping. And rather than being understanding, he turns to sabotage. After We Fell summary: Okay so, once again the plot of After We Fell is dramatic, but mainly showcases the fraught dynamic
between Tessa and Hardin. Tessa tries to reconcile with her father, though Hardin warns her against this idea, and ends up letting him stay at her and Hardin's shared apartment. Tessa sees similarities between her father who struggles with addiction and Hardin's father, Ken, who struggles with alcohol and is separated from Hardin's mother. The
trouble with Tessa's dad informs the plot of After We Fell and the other 850 pages are filled with friendship drama, Tessa struggling with her desire to move to Seattle and yet hold onto Hardin, and the pair struggling with their relationship dynamic. The novel goes to some extremely concerning places, which obv we'd say should never fly in an IRL
relationship. Hardin sabotages Tessa's apartment rental in Seattle just days before she's supposed to move there for her dream job, uses another girl (who happens to be queer) to make Tessa jealous and they ultimately have a massive break up. There's also quite a harrowing moment where Tessa's supposed friends drug her and film her being
sexually assaulted as part of a "revenge" plan. Like the previous books, it ends with a cliffhanger. Turns out, Hardin's dad is not actually Ken, but Christian Vance (yes, of Tessa's job at Vance Publishing) who was his father's best friend in college while they all lived in England. Hardin catches his mother kissing Vance on the day she was supposed to
marry someone else. And because it's Hardin, you unfortunately know he's not going to handle this super well. What will happen in After Ever Happy? The final novel in the series is another whopper, sitting at over 500 pages. After Ever Happy covers off the aftermath of the discovery at the end of After We Fell and over ten years onwards of Hardin
and Tessa's life together, so yes, despite the drama they do stay together. You can read a snippet of the book's blurb below: When a revelation about the past shakes Hardin’s inpenetrable façade to the core—and then Tessa suffers a tragedy—will they stick together again, or be torn apart? As the shocking truth about each of their families emerges,
it’s clear the two lovers are not so different from each other. After Ever Happy summary: After discovering his dad is actually Christian Vance, the publisher and not Ken, Hardin loses it. He boycotts his mother's wedding, dumps Tessa while they're in London for the wedding, brawls and sets his childhood home on fire. Meanwhile, a broken Tessa is
trying to deal with the news that she likely won't be able to have children. She leaves London alone, going home to their apartment to pack it up only to discover her father's corpse. She's alone, bereft without Hardin and her mother. In her grief, Tessa curls up beside the body and holds on to it, eventually coming out of her disconnected state at her
mother's house a few days later. The rest of the novel spans decades, following Hessa through engagements, miscarriages, parenting and more. (Yes, ofc Tessa is ultimately able to have children, this is still a romance story.) We're intrigued to see how this will be handled, perhaps aging makeup and special effects for Langford and Tiffin? It's also a
big expanse of time, so fans will likely see quite different versions of Tessa and Hardin as they grow and go through life together. When will After We Fell and After Ever Happy be released? After We Fell is expected to be released on September 9, 2021. After Ever Happy is more likely to be released in 2022, but stay tuned on that one - we're sure
we'll have more information soon. And we do know that a new director will come on board for them, per Deadline. Cruel Intentions director Roger Kumble is passing the torch to director Castille Landon, who recently worked on a Fear Of Rain, with Katherine Heigl and Harry Connick, Jr. We'll keep you posted on all things After as we hear it, but if
you're desperate for another romantic film to fill the void, may we suggest Banana Split? It's being described as The Kissing Booth but better and happily stars After We Collided's Dylan Sprouse. Hey girl! Want more fashion, beauty, health and pop culture news from Girlfriend? Follow us on Instagram @girlfriendmag & turn ON our post notifications
in the top right-hand corner of our IG profile so you never miss a post Remember to add our homepage to your favourites & click here for our newsletter link for all your GF updates! 25 October 2021, 15:57 After We Fell saw a twist cliffhanger ending for Hardin Scott - here's what you need to know about what went down... The third instalment to the
After movie franchise, After We Fell, dropped just a few days ago in the UK.For those who haven’t read the book series that the films are based on, After 3 had a very shocking cliffhanger ending for Hardin Scott’s character.But what exactly happened in After We Fell and how did it end?What Time Is After We Fell Coming Out In The UK?Here’s the
lowdown…*Warning - huge spoilers ahead* What happens in After We Fell? Picture: Voltage Pictures After We Fell dropped in October in the UK. Picture: Voltage Pictures AWF sees the return of Tessa Young’s alcoholic dad as he comes back into her life and is staying with her and Hardin before she moves to Seattle for her new job.While in Seattle,
Tessa moves in with her boss Christian Vance and his wife Kimberly, who find out they’re expecting a baby together.For those who don’t remember from the first two movies, Vance is also a close friend of Hardin’s mum and dad, who all knew each other in their younger years.Hardin decides he’s going to join his girlfriend and move to Seattle to be
with Tessa after he graduates but beforehand, takes her to London for the first time for his mum’s wedding. Hardin Scott finds out who his real father is in After We Fell. Picture: Voltage Pictures Fans can find out what's next for Hardin and Tessa in After 4. Picture: Voltage Pictures The shock twist begins when Hardin walks in on his mother getting
it on with Vance - however, the wedding still goes ahead with Kimberly, Hardin and Tessa still in attendance.The plot twist then thickens when Hardin is encouraged to go for a drink with Vance to clear the air when he discovers that his mother and her secret lover have had a private relationship going on for a while - so much so, that he discovers
Vance is actually his real father!The last scene sees Tessa and Hardin reunite in an emotional embrace in the streets of London before we’re faced with a ‘to be continued…’ on the screen.But will Hardin still move to Seattle? And will Tessa stay working for Vance?Thankfully for fans, the story will continue with the next instalment, After Ever Happy.>
Here Are All The Ways You Can Listen To Capital After We Fell is the third Netflix film in the ‘After’ franchise which tells the story of Hardin (Hero Fiennes Tiffin) and Tessa (Josephine Langford), who are living together. Tessa is trying to deal with her past, and Hardin tries to resolve his emotional vulnerabilities. SummaryThe film is based on the
After book series by Anna Todd, which originally was on the fanfiction site Wattpad. The author created the main plot of the book from One Direction fan fiction. The film is directed by Castille Landon.Tessa and Hardin are living together and their passion burns hotter than ever but they are insecure people. Hardin had planned that eventually, after
their graduation, he would take Tessa to London but Tessa has other plans.Tessa had been offered a job at Vance Publishing’s Seattle office. Tessa thinks it’s a great opportunity that she cannot pass on. Hardin is upset that she had not told him this, and also worries about how to make a long-distance relationship work.Even though Tessa tries her
best to convince him to move with her, he refuses, saying that there is nothing for him in Seattle and he hates the flashy lifestyle there and urges Tessa to stay back.Tessa does not want to miss the opportunity. His jealousy takes over after he thinks about Tessa being around Trevor, and does not trust him even when Tessa says that they were only
working friends.Tessa finds herself struggling with her complicated relationship with Hardin; she faces a dilemma that could change their lives forever. Tessa wants to reconnect with her father, who she hasn’t seen in nine years, but Hardin has his concerns about Tessa getting hurt.Tessa invites her dad over for dinner. Tessa’s dad has been getting
mixed up in the wrong crowd while being an alcoholic. Hardin bonds with Tessa’s father at a bar as they both get involved in a brawl.The bartender calls Tessa and she rescues them. Later, Tessa’s father leaves, with Tessa urging him to keep in touch. Several insecurities and lack of communication occur. Can desire alone be enough to build a future
together?After We Fell ending explained in detail:What happens to Tessa?Tessa moves to Seattle and stays with her coworkers, Kimberly (Arielle Kebbel) and Christian Vance (Stephen Moyer), who are expecting a baby. Insecurity starts to take the better of Hardin, and he gets reminded of Trevor and the possibility of him hanging out with Tessa. His
insecurities are established even more when he snaps back at Robert a waiter who had tried to flirt with Tessa.Hardin finally makes peace with the fact that Tessa has to go to Seattle for her career. He reads Tessa’s journal and realizes she is such a good writer and also that she loves him. He visits her on a weekend where he even starts boxing
again, which is therapeutic for him.Christian Vance, Hardin’s father’s college friend, and Hardin’s well-wisher offers him any job in Seattle so he can be with Tessa. Hardin refuses saying he wants to achieve something by himself and he does not want help. He admits that he had planned to take Tessa to London after their graduation but is scared of
his past.Several fights and jealousy occur between Tessa and Hardin before he finally decides to follow her to Seattle like she wanted him to.LondonAll is well and Hardin even contemplates taking Tessa to London to attend his mom’s wedding who is getting ready to get remarried. But, he is worried about what Tessa would think about his past and
where he came from. Vance convinces Hardin that he should invite Tessa to his mother’s wedding, so he does.Hardin, Tessa, and the Vancees fly to England for the wedding. They are put up in a house next to Mike’s house where Hardin’s mother is staying. Tessa bonds with Hardin’s mother at the bridal shop.Things go south when Hardin walks in on
Vance having sex with his mother on the night before her wedding. Hardin goes ballistic and is really angry with his mother and Vance. He confronts them and punches Christian Vance. On the day of the wedding, Hardin is still very upset.The wedding still goes through but Kimberly finds out and is now furious with her cheating husband.Tessa
persuades Hardin to hear Vance out and they meet for a drink at a bar. It is dramatically revealed that Vance and Hardin’s mom have been involved in a sexual relationship for a long time, so much so that Vance is Hardin’s father!Happily Ever After?Hardin’s mom and Vance always had something going on. Something left unfinished. Hence, Vance
had a special bond with Hardin. Even Kimberly knew about it. Hardin is devastated when he finds out that he didn’t know for such a long time.He runs away only to find comfort in Tessa’s arms. She finds him crying in the street and they embrace. He feels all his pain and misery melt away as he finds solace with Tessa. Hardin still has unresolved
issues and there is still some amount of toxicity in Tessa and Hardin’s relationship.What happens next? That will be revealed in the fourth and final After movie, ‘After ever Happy‘, which is set to be released in 2022.Also Read: Locke and Key season 2 summary and ending explained
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